
AI automatically analyzes satellite images on property and object information for (re)

insurances, governments and real estate management worldwide.

Use Cases

 ■ Extraction of information for a specific building: Building type, size and volume; roof type; detection of 
solar panels and other installations on roof; type and distance of adjacent vegetation; identification of 
swimming pools, garages and secondary structures; etc. 

 ■ Identification and assessment of risk factors, e.g. vegetative roof coverage.
 ■ Change detection of property characteristics by comparison of historical data with near real-time satelli-

te images.
 ■ Classification of vegetation: forest, grass, type of tree etc.
 ■ Identification of damage after natural disasters and detection of future patterns.

 ■ Underwriting 
Inexpensive aggregation of information for risk assessments, without the use of expensive and highly 
regulated flyovers by drones or planes.

 ■ Response to natural catastrophes 
Fast and accurate loss assessment and claims handling after disasters, particularly when access to 
affected area is not possible. 

 ■ Fraud detection 
Access to visual evidence in the event of fraudulent claims through change monitoring.

 ■ Premium calculations 
Automation of the insurance application process to avoid underinsured properties and increase trans-
parency, improving cost-efficiency and accuracy.

Technical
 ■ Continuous processing of satellite image feed 

The product processes satellite images automatically and continuously and stores its results in a database for ad hoc analysis.

 ■ Individual querying of results through simple web and mobile app 
Through a web app specific information on specific areas or individual objects can be queried, with results either displayed textual-
ly, as graphics or with overlays in relevant satellite images.

 ■ Accessible 24x7x365 
Generated information is accessible anytime, anywhere.

 ■ Prediction of patterns is continuously learning 
As a side-effect of the automated analysis, detection future patterns is continuously AI-trained (e.g. areas of future traffic jams or 
natural disasters).

 ■ Based on current imaging standards, but automatically adapting to future ones 
The solution currently uses 0.3 image resolution (30cm) from 8 band multispectral GeoTiff WGS84 images (cubic conv. ,16 bit), 
allowing identification of objects of 10x10 meters at low contrast, or smaller objects when better contrast is given.

 ■ Real estate 
Remote access to properties before on-site inspection for value determination and gathering of infor-
mation.
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